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BTG presents: Cyberslot MegaclustersTM

Conquer the cosmos in Cyberslot MegaclustersTM!

Journey through the boundless expanse of Cyberslot’s outerspace, where the Golden 
Roaming Wild reigns supreme, propelling your wins into hyperdrive. Prepare for an 
unparalleled gaming experience as MegaclustersTM guides you through a cosmic adventure 
of symbol matching and celestial reactions. Each Base Game spin unveils a 3x3 grid, 
expanding to a magnificent 9x9 grid during Free Spins. Watch as symbols split and react, 
setting off a cosmic chain reaction of wins.

Uncover the secrets of the universe as you enter Free Spins. The Roaming Wild Multiplier 
carries over from the base game. When the Golden Roaming Wild Multiplier hits 10, a 
Rainbow Roaming Wild joins the fray for the remaining free spins, maximising your potential 
for cosmic victories! For the ultimate cosmic boost, activate Bonus Buy to launch your game 
into hyperdrive. 

Every spin is a cosmic adventure in Cyberslot Megaclusters™.

Min Stake

Max Stake

Features

Max Win

Game Type

Columns x Rows

RTP

Volatility

GENERAL INFORMATION
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• Roaming Wild with unlimited multiplier.
• MegaclustersTM causes symbols to split and react.
• Free Spins with retrigger awarding second Roaming Wild.
• Bonus Buy to purchase Free Spins.

HIGHLIGHTS

€/£/$ 0.20

€/£/$ 6 (Max Exposure 250,000), 15 (Max Exposure 500,000) or 30 (Max Exposure 1,000,000)

86.33% - 86.37%, 94.33% - 94.35%, or 96.33% -  96.36%      

4 (Roaming Wild, MegaclustersTM, Free Spins, Bonus Buy) 

31,364x

Clusters

Spins start as 3 x 3 in base game or 9 x 9 in Free Spins

Very High
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OSS Game Type

cyberslotmegaclusters

cyberslotmegaclusters

OSS ID

cyberslotersv194

cyberslotstersv1

94% Option with Bonus Buy

96% Option with Bonus Buy

RTP 

94.33% - 94.35%

96.33% -  96.36%      

MegaclustersTM is a revolutionary symbol matching mechanic where winning symbols split 
and react. Each base game spin begins with a 3x3 grid, while Free Spins is a 9x9 grid. 
Every spin in the base game, 1 position is chosen at random to display 9 smaller symbols. 
Wins consist of 5 or more matching symbols of any size, horizontally or vertically adjacent, 
creating a cosmic chain reaction as they split, replaced by 9 smaller in the base game or 4 
smaller in Free Spins. When wins occur with these smaller symbols, symbols of the same 
size above them collapse downwards and new symbols drop in from the top of the screen 
to fill available positions on the board.

MegaclustersTM

In the vast expanse of Cyberslot’s outer space, the majestic Golden Roaming Wild is a 
constant presence amidst the cosmic chaos. Each Roaming Wild Multiplier begins its 
journey at x1, steadily increasing by x1 whenever it substitutes in a win during the first 
reaction and every second reaction thereafter. These celestial wanderers shift to 1 of the 
9 onscreen positions after each win in the base game and 1 of the 81 onscreen positions 
during Free Spins. When Roaming Wilds move to a new position, they are replaced by 9 
new symbols in the base game and 4 new symbols in Free Spins.

Roaming Wild

DESKTOP + MOBILE

GAME IDs and RTPs

BTG must be used in all text marketing and communication materials alongside Cyberslot MegaclustersTM, MegaclustersTM and Bonus Buy.  The game is 
responsive to any height and width setting; however, for best results; house the desktop version of the game in a 16:9 ratio window.

About Big Time Gaming

Comment

Bonus Buy

Put your game into hyperdrive with Bonus Buy! Press the Bonus Buy icon to purchase 6 
free spins for 85 times stake, and launch yourself straight through the cosmos and into 
Free Spins.
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GAME FEATURES

Unlock the secrets of the cosmos when 12 or more reactions occur in the base game, 
warping time and space to grant you 6 free spins. The Roaming Wild Multiplier carries over 
from the triggering spin into Free Spins. Every time the Golden Roaming Wild Multiplier 
reaches a multiple of 10, enjoy an extra 2 free spins to amplify your journey through the 
cosmos. The first retrigger unleashes the Rainbow Roaming Wild, a companion to the 
Golden Roaming Wild throughout the remaining free spins, intensifying the possibilities 
for astronomical victories! 

Free Spins

cyberslotmegaclusters cyberslotersv18686% Option with Bonus Buy 86.33% - 86.37%

Download the full promo pack: HERE

https://clientarea.evolution.com/big-time-gaming/games/cyberslot-megaclusters

